YOUR FIRST STOP

Make the OIT Clearinghouse your first stop for questions about OIT products and services. Answers from the OIT Clearinghouse can help make your firm more energy-efficient AND profitable, while you reduce waste and emissions.

HOW TO REACH US

Call us at 1-800-862-2086
Fax your inquiry to 360-586-8303
Send an inquiry to clearinghouse@ee.doe.gov

HOURS OF OPERATION

9 a.m.–8 p.m. Eastern (6 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific)
Monday through Friday

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.oit.doe.gov/clearinghouse/
WHAT WE OFFER

The U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Industrial Technologies (OIT) provides a broad array of products and services for industrial customers, including publications, technical assistance, cost-shared financial assistance, software tools, consultations and training. A convenient way to access all these resources is through the OIT Clearinghouse.

The Clearinghouse receives hundreds of calls monthly from all over the country with pressing questions about...

How to make industrial plants more energy efficient
How to make processes more reliable
How to make businesses more competitive and profitable

You are invited to call the OIT Clearinghouse about any of the products and services that OIT offers – including technical assistance for your motor, steam, compressed air and combined heat and power systems.

WHO CALLS THE OIT CLEARINGHOUSE?

Industrial plant managers, R&D managers, engineering consultants, utilities, universities, vendors, inventors, and many others call the Clearinghouse with a wide range of questions such as:

Can you help me justify a preventative maintenance program for our steam system?
Facility manager at a petroleum refinery

Will the government cost-share with us to demonstrate an innovative melting technology that is more energy-efficient than current practices?
R&D manager for a glass industry

I understand that the aluminum industry developed a detailed "Vision" and "Roadmap" document – where can I get a copy?
Supplier to the aluminum industry

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY ABOUT US

"The quality of service is clearly equal to or better than that internally available at major corporations. A small company such as ours could not afford this class of support, even if we knew where to get it."

"The real-world expertise of your organization places you in a unique position to provide solid advice and guidance. Keep up the good work."

"I work with a forest products company, and would like you to send me the latest version of MotorMaster+ software. I used MotorMaster+ in my previous job...it was very useful and saved thousands of dollars."

"I just wanted to thank you for the super effort in preparing information regarding my question. Your quick and thorough response was very helpful in replying to my customer's needs."

OIT'S STRATEGIES

The U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Industrial Technologies (OIT) is helping industry identify and pursue technology needs through public-private sector partnerships. Through its Industries of the Future strategy, OIT helps energy-intensive U.S. industries determine their collective technology needs for tomorrow. This strategy ensures that federal resources, including R&D resources, are aligned with industry's priorities. The Industries of the Future include:

Agriculture Forest Products Mining
Aluminum Glass Petroleum
Chemicals Metal Casting Steel

OIT also works with industry to develop:

• Best practices that improve industry's motor, steam, compressed air, and combined heat and power systems.
• Improvements that cut across several industry sectors, such as process heating, advanced industrial materials, and sensors.
• Emerging technologies that are targeted for demonstration and commercialization.

WHAT WE OFFER

In addition to technical assistance from engineers and customer service specialists, the OIT Clearinghouse offers many publications and tools. For example:

• MotorMaster+ software — a powerful tool for managing your motor systems
• "Industry Visions" and "Roadmaps" developed by industry in order to focus R&D efforts
• Tipsheets on improving steam system efficiency
• In-depth reports such as United States Industrial Electric Motor Systems Market Opportunities Assessment
• Information about OIT's current solicitations for R&D funding proposals
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